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The method  introduced  by Faustmmm  and  extended  by Hartman  is  used lor  calculating  pre-
senf  values 01  lorestry  assetts under  various  conditions  and lor  determining  the optimal  rota-
tion.  The approach  is not  stochastic  and  very simple.  The  lorest  benefit  contemplated  additio-
nal  to  timber  is  the conservation  01 biodiversity.  It  is  weil  established  thaI  the redevelopment
olold  lorests  including  decay  stages is by lar  the most efficient  measure  to enhance  the survi-
val  chances 01 endangered  species. For  simplicity,  it is assumed thaI  the lorest  's value  increa-
ses  linearly  with  age.  For  this  case,  it is  not  only easy to calculate  the payments  necessary  to
incite  the lorest  owner  to delay  the  time  01 harvest,  hut  also  to give  a simple  condition  lor  it
becoming  profitable  to  abstain  /rom  wood  harvesting  a/together.  A  numerical  simulation  is
carried  out  using  data  /rom  typical  Central  European  beech lorests  (Fagus  sylvatica).  Pay-
ments and  present  values  capable  01 persuading  owners  ne ver  to  harvest  are  very  high,  as
compared  to conventional  income /rom  lorestry.  Society  has to decide  on the  basis 01 its  va-
lue  judgements  whether  or  not  such  payments  are  warranted  fmportant  problems  include
liquidity  and  risk,  the  choice  01 an  interest  rate, lorest  management  costs and  the necessity  01
spatial  plamling.  It  is  concluded  thaI  without  financial  incentives  the perspectives  lor  conser-
vation  in lorestry  are  precarious,  at least  in Germany.  On the other  hand,  a lair  remuneration
is  only  one  measure  and  cannot  alone  salve  the problems.  It  has  to  be  integrated  info  a
bundle  01 appropriate  planning  instruments.
1  Introduction
In  1849,  MARTIN  FAUSTMANN paved  the  way  for  the  discovery  ofthe  optimal  forest  rotation
from  a capital-theoretical  point  of  view.  His  classic  approach  assumed  that  lumber  production
was the  only  benefit  to  society  derived  from  forestry.  Although  this was  a reasonable  approxi-
mation  in FAUSTMANN'S epoch,  it is  definitely  no Ionger the  case because other  forest  functi-
ons  have  gained  importance  ever  since.  They  are  described  in  a rich  literature,  ranging  from
protective  functions  with  regard  to  soils,  climate,  water  resources  to  amenity  values  for  re-
creation  and  the  conservation  of  biodiversity  (see  e.g.  SHARMA  1992,  RAMAKRISHNA  &
WOODWELL 1993,  ADAMOWICZ  et al.  1996).  Some of  the benefits  have  been monetarised  in
the  literature,  notably  concerning  recreation  (WILLIS  1991,  KRAMER  et al  1992,  ELSASSER
1996).  If these  benefit  streams  depend  on the forest' sage,  their  inclusion  in the economic  ana-
lysis  must  affect  the  optimal  rotation.  This  is so regardless  of  whether  or  not  the  owner  recei-
ves payrnents  for  the  benefits  -adecision  reflecting  society's  judgement  on  a just  distribution
of  property  rights.  If  however  the  owner  does  receive  such payrnents, these  will  incite  rum or
her to  find  the rotation  period  which  maximises  the economic  performance  of  the forest.
Not  until  the  1970's  these  perspectives  bad raised  the  interest  of  scolars,  pioneering  works
include  SAMUELSON (1976),  HARlMAN  (1976),  STRANG  (1983),  BOWES &  KRtrrILLA  (1985,
1989) and others.  In  the sequel,  important  contributions  extended  and  refined  the relevant  con-
cepts  and added  advanced  analytical  methods,  for  instance MrrRA  &  WAN  (1985),  SNYDER &
BHA1TACHARYYA (1990),  MONTGOMERY &  ADAMS (1995)  and  SWALLOWet  al.  (1997).  The
deterministic  nature  of  the  Faustmann-Hartman  approach  with  respect  to  wood  prices  and
amenity  values  is  now  considered  as its  greatest  drawback  Both  parameters  may  of  course
change.  F  or  want of  knowledge  about  future  prices contemporary  models  therefore  utilise  sto-
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to be considered  just as other factors of importance including variable  prices and interest rates,  :J'~iic~
risk, liquidity and so forth.  ,
HAR1MAN  (1976) was the  first to  straightforwardly extend the original approach such that
non-timber  benefits are allowed rar. Let a(t) be the instantaneous  value of an amenity  provided
by the standing  forest at age t. The present  value PV  A of the amenity  stream  then  amounts  to
T
T  f a(t)e-"  dt
PVA(7)=fa(t)e-"dt(l+e-iT+e-2iT+...)=O I -07  (3)
-e °
so that the total present  value including timber production plus amenity  benefits  is
T
f a(t)e-"dt
VL(7)  ° PVLA(7)=-;r-- l + 1 -Ir  (4) e  --e
Maximisation of(4)  with respect  to T gives the  generalized  Faustmann-Hartman  solution
T
..ifa(t)e-/tdt-a(7)(I-e-O7) VU(7)  I  ° ---+ ( 5 ) VLA(7)  -1-e-1T  VL(7)(I-e-lT)
As observed by PRlCE  (1987), for  all monotonously decreasing VUIVU  and all monoto-




and consider  y. If  a(t) was specified  as A>  0, constant,  we would have
T
i  f Ae-" dt = A(I  -e-Ir)  (7)
°
in which case y would be zero and (2) would apply. Understandably,  a time-independent  A
cannot affect the optimal rotation T  Now consider a(t) monotonously increasing  with  a(T) =
A. For all 0< a(t  < 7) < A it must be obviously true that
T  T
i  f a(t)e-"  dt <i f  Ae-il dt = A(I-  e-iT)  (8)
°  °
so that y must be negative. z being positive throughout, for  (5) to hold, VLA  I VLA  must the-
refore be smaller  than VLIVL  which implies a Ionger  optimal rotation period.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PERRINGS  et aI  1995, 1995a, SWANSON  1995, MORAN  &  PEARCE  1997) One reason  is that,
due to the possibility of irreversible extinction, questions  of intergenerational  justice are invol-
ved -to  conserve species  is not only a matter ofmaximising one's own welf  are but may also be
a duty. Certain limits to the principle of "consumer's  sovereignty" are approached  as are  in the
management  of the Earth'  s atmosphere and the global climate, the deposition of radioactive
wastes  and in other issues.
All  the economist can do is to  investigate  the consequences  of different choices of A. He can
confront decision-makers with the probable  outcomes of their choices which may help in fin-
ding not "the optimal"  but perhaps the least  controversial  perspective.
4  A heuristic  model
We return to (4) and assume,  as already  in (9), that  a(t) = At, A>O,  constant.  Because  of
T {I  -,7  I;-IT
} f  Ate-"dt=A  ~-~  (1O)
0  I  I
(4) reduces  to
VL(T)i-AT  A PVLA(T)  =  .( fT ) +-::-  (lI) I e'  -I  I
Assuming  lim VL(t) = VL*, VL*?;  O,const.,  I'H6pital's  rule yiels  (12) T--
.VL(T)i-AT  .VL'(T)i-A  O-A
11m .( ~ ) =lIm  .2 fT  =-=0,  so that (13)
T-  I e"-1  T--  I e'  '00'
limPVLA(T)=4  (14) T-  I
Depending on the relative magnitudes of VL(T),  A and i, five cases  can be distinguished  as
shown in figure 3 and table I:
1  A = o yields the farniliar Faustmann  case  as in (2) with optimal cutting date T  I'.
2  For small A the optimal cutting is delayed  to T;.
3  Increasing  A further shifts the optimal cutting to T)'  and produces a minimum at T.'  The
present  value resumes  growth beyond  T.'  but not to the level reached  at T)'  This case  was
shown  in figure 2 with Z crossing VLA(T) / VLA(T) twice.
4  The same applies für  this case except that für large T the present value increases  to the
extent thaI it becomes  worthwhile  never to cut the forest. Cases  3 and 4 cannot  be distin-
guished  from one another in figure 2 because  the curve intersections represent  !oca! maxi-




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Even allowing für the linearity of a(t) the condition derived is unexpectedly  simple.  No specific
assumptions about VL(t) except (11) are required.
As an exarnple,  suppose VL(T*)  = DM  70,000,  T*  = ISO,  i = 0,02 and A = 10. At T*,  the
respective PVs are (in DM):
Culling:  Never  Culling:
Cash  from actual cutting:  70,000  PV offuture  conservation
PV offuture  cuttings after (1)  3,668  payments  after (18)
PV of future conservation
payments after (17, fight term)  21,070
Sum:  DM  94,738  DM  100,000
In this case it is chosen  not to cut.
S  Numerical  simulation
Table 2 shows data of a typical beech forest (Fagus sylvalica) in Central or  South Germany,
assurning  wood prices  around 1996. This type of deciduous  forest is chosen  für the simulation
experiment  because  due to its relative naturalness  it is best suited für conservation  purposes  in
the area, in contrast to artificial spruce or pine plantations. Columns  2-7 show harvest,  average
wood price, grogs revenue,  harvest costs,  revenue net ofharvest costs and finally, revenue mi-
nus harvest tost  minus costs für establishing  the subsequent  tree generation,  assumed  at DM
5,000  per hectare if  natural seeding is possible (artificial  planting would  amount to  DM
12,000-15,000 per hectare). Revenues  and costs ofthinning  are ignored because  oftheir  low
importance in forestry of broad-leaved  trees in the region. The values are derived from indem-
nification tages  due to  premature  felling. using SYL  VAL  3.0, a computer  programme develo-
perl by the F  ederal Ministry  of Finance. I O-year  -intervals from age SO  to  I SO  are considered
The usual cutting age is between 130 and ISO  years.
Column 8 shows values  calculated by a growth function. It is difficult to  accurately  model fo-
rest growth using simple  functions. However, für ages  > 90 the fit  to the empirical data is sa-
tisfacory (shaded  area); earlier  age classes  are little relevant A bell-shaped  first time derivative
of a logistic function is used, assuming  a maximal monetary yield V*  of DM  75,000 (net of
replanting costs) at age t*=170  and a coefficient b=208. The derivative of the originallogistic
function N = M / (1- be-")  is transformed into
(I-!.) VV)= 4V*b  ,.  (21)
(I+b(I-~))2






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































already valuable from  a conservationist's point ofview  although  less so than very old forests
In order to  economically justify the option of never cutting, its value must exceed that of the
sum of timber value and conservation  value at any finite age T  This is the reason  why only
high conservation PV' s can  outcompete  cutting.
-The  latter effect is reduced by using functions a(t) which shift the conservation  value further
into the future.  For instance, a(t) = At may be truncated fOT  low values oft;  the first payment
may  be due at, say,  t=100. Or a function a(t) = Atk (k>l)  may be  used. Exponential  variants  of
a(t) will  soon lead into problems  of divergent  integrals. In any case,  the choice of a(t) must  be
based on ecological facts rather than on aspects  of mathematical  convenience  or the desire to
achieve certain results considered  favourable  from a financial point ofview  :
-At  least für the interest rates used hefe, the effect of postponing the harvest is feeble. Even
high payments merely result in heavy  income effects with  little significant reallocation. From a
pragmatic point ofview  and interpreting a(t) as a policy tool rather than as an  exact yardstick
for the value of biodiversity, one would suggest  to apply payments,  if at all, only for the expli-
cit objective to abandon  harvesting  altogether  rat  her than für achieving  longer rotation periods.
But here again: Should a(t) be found such  that it reflected the "true" value ofbiodiversity  and
society' s  value judgment stated that this value ought  to be the property of the forest owner  just
as the trees growing  are, an outcome implying redistribution in favour of the forest owner
combined with little  postponement  of the harvest  had to be accepted as an efficient aIIocation
(see also the distributive aspects  discussed  below).
-Several  curves in figures 7 and 8 have very smooth curvatures and go almost horizontally
over long periods. For instance,  in case  ofi=O,02/A=10 the owner receives an almost identical
present  value whether he cuts at T=lSO or at T=2S0 or not at all. As already known  from con-  :
ventional forestry and reinforced here,  the choice of a rotation rnay  have small  consequences  in
the long run: Someone  who misses  the optimal date by many  years may in fact lose very little.
Under these circumstances,  economic incentives rnay easily prove  ineffectual because  the
addressees  have many options to react to them.  Unintended effects may produce heavier de-
viations as to the rotation chosen  than purposeful  policy measures.  Only clearly distinguishable
signals, such as high payments  (eg.  A=IS  in the case  ofi=O,02)  are exempt  from these con-
cerns.
7 Problems and Polier
It is impossible in a short contribution to address  all possible  aspects of the topic discussed.
Only four points as  to the practicability ofthe  instrument analysed  can  be briefly mentioned:
Liquidity,  Risk and Confidence:  Cutting and selling trees yields immediate  cash  free of risk
In contrast, the wealth of an owner who keeps his forest uncut rests on the promise of  an
authority to par rum regularly certain sums till the distant future. Only if he trusts that he and
his heirs will  receive those payments  for  hundreds  of years can he accept such an alternative.
Even ifthe  pro  mise appears  trustworthy to rum  he may  be forced not to accept  it für reasons  of
liquidity. He may simply need cash
Experience suggest that there will  remain strong tendencies  to continue conventional  forestry
including cutting  even if  calculated PV's of the conservation  option are attractive on paper































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































expenditures on the part ofthe  conservation  agency,  as compared  to the values shown  in tables
3 and 4. Presumably,  each contract will have to be designed  individua1ly,  reflecting the special
situation of a particular firm. More  important, however, is the perspective that payments  fOT
conservation  -thereby  redefining property fights in favour of forestry -will  enhance  the over-
all economic situation of the sector to the point that full costs are covered by revenues  in the
lang TUn,  making  the business  economically  sustainable  which is rar from true tc-dar
,
Spatial Planning:  Ignoring  for  a moment the important problems just  mentioned, one may
imagine a solvent conservation agency offering payments  attractive to all forest owners in a  .
large region. If all of them accept,  the wood shortage  ensuing  the stop of all cuttings will rise  "
prices, thereby undennining the results of the simple analysis  presented  here. Even conserva-
tionists will  not demand that no wood at all be produced  in the region. Should the agency  offer
payments  attractive to same but not to  all forest owners, a selection would arise to the effect
that the less  productive stands would be singled out fOT  conservation. Although from a conser-
vationist's point ofview  this would be much preferable  to not conserving at all, the out-come
would not be satisfactory. The examples  teach  us a fact same economists are reluctant in ac-
cepting: The conservation of biodiversity is so complex a matter that any attempt relying on
one single measure  must miscarry. While it is inlaginable to regulate some important environ-
mental  problems by a single measure  -such as global climate protection by a carbon tax -, this
is not possible in the case of  biodiversity due to  the overwhelming influence of  the spatial
structure (see  also SWAILOW  et aI. 1997).
8  Conclusion
Whether or not private owners are remunerated  for any non-market benefit their forests offer
to society, can only be decided relying on value  judgements.  Ifthe  benefit is considered  as their
property they can seil it just as they do in the case  of timber. If it is not, they cannot  claim any
payment. Again, the centra1  role of the distribution of property rights in any problem of envi-
ronmental  and resource  economics  becomes  obvious.
If owners are not paid (as is the case  in most countries)  it is erroneous to  infer that the non-
market benefit is not valuable. Rather, society expects  to receive the service free of charge.
Momentous arguments  endorse  the case  for a distribution of property fights in favour of raTest
owners,  one of the most important being that only then incentives  are operative motivating the
owners to improve the supply.
In order to raster biodiversity conservation in  Central European forests, owners have to be
incited financially to increase  the ages of their forests, possibly  to  a point of refraining from
cutting altogether The exact functional relation between  the forest'  sage and its value for bio-
diversity is not known, nor is it possible  to fully monetise  species  richness Using as a first ap-
proach a linear amenity function in a deterministic setting,  a very  simple condition is derived fOT  the size of the payments necessary  to induce owners not to cut  Using data for typical fo-  -
rests,  stylized  semi-empirical calculations  are possible  which have of course  to be corroborated  '
by more detailed  analyses.  Notwithstanding, they provide first insights into the dynamics  ofthe
problem and can particularly hint at obstacles  for practical applications  which include the fol-
lowing.
It is not possible to postpone cuttings ror many decades;  if a payment is high enough, it will
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Figure  J:  Faustmann  's equation
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Figure  2: 1he  genera/ised  Faustmann-Hartman  approach
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Figure  5: Growth  simulationfunction  (21)
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Figure  6: Mean  annual  increment  MA/(t) 0/(21)  .
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